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Yemen is a key country on the eastern corridor migration route 
from the Horn of Africa to the Arabian Gulf — the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia (KSA) is the most common intended destination on the 
route. In mid-March, early indications showed that the COVID-19 
pandemic had begun to impact migration on the eastern corridor. 
Arrival trends witnessed in 2019 continued into the first quarter of 
2020, with between 9,000 to 11,000 migrants arriving in January 
and February. However, socio-political dynamics brought on by the 
COVID-19 pandemic led to restrictions on mobility, putting public 
health concerns at the forefront of national security and heightening 
the risks migrant populations are exposed to along the route. As 
a result, the last half of March saw an overall decrease of migrant 
flows into the country at specific monitoring points along the coast. 

Migratory flows from the Horn of Africa are mixed in nature, 
comprised mostly of migrants looking for opportunities to improve 
their lives, but also include refugees and asylum seekers. All of the 
inflows into Yemen departed from Djibouti and Somalia in the first 
quarter of 2020, with the majority of migrants originating from 
Ethiopia. Along their journey, migrants are consistently exposed to 
threats including extreme thirst and hunger, exploitation and abuse 
including psychological and physical violence, abduction, trafficking, 
arrest and detention in inhumane conditions, and even death. As 
a result of COVID-19 fears, xenophobia on the route rose during 
March, with anti-migrant sentiment in local media increasing and 
arbitrary holding of migrants in sub-standard conditions being 
carried out.

HORN OF AFRICA-YEMEN MIGRATION FLOWS IN 2020

QUARTERLY MIGRATION OVERVIEW 
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IOM estimates that 27,948 migrants arrived in Yemen in the first 
quarter of 2020. The main departure point from the Horn of Africa 
remained Bosaso, Somalia with over 17,000 departures, followed 
by Obock, Djibouti with nearly 10,000. While migrant arrivals from 
Somalia held steady in January and February, there was a significant 
decrease of departures from Djibouti from January to February. 
As COVID-19 fear restricted migration patterns, arrivals decreased 
significantly in the last two weeks of the quarter.

In the current context of the pandemic, migrant populations in Yemen 
are stigmatized as carriers of the virus. Migration management has 
become linked to public health concerns and is being approached 
through tightened border control along the coastal area, restrictions 
on migrants’ movements within the country and other security 
measures, often to the detriment of migrants who are subject to 
a policy of detention and have limited access to essential services.

In Djibouti, presence of security forces has significantly increased at 
the main departure points to stop smugglers’ boats from departing 
the country. Consequently, the total number of migrant arrivals in 
Yemen, specifically in Lahj governorate, from Djibouti dropped by 
over 40 per cent in March compared to January. Conversely, arrivals 
to the southern coasts of Shabwah and Hadramaut governorates, 
points where migrants departing from Somalia arrive despite border 
controls, did not significantly decrease.

Concurrently in Yemen, since the beginning of March, authorities 
increased their security presence on the shores, at checkpoints and 
internal borders in the country. Authorities have increased arrests, 
encampment/detention and forced movements (within and among 
governorates) of migrants and refugee populations citing public 
health concerns have been observed and strongly advocated against 
by humanitarian actors.

MIGRATION TRENDS

MIGRANTS WAIT TO TRAVEL HOME FROM ADEN, YEMEN THROUGH IOM’S VOLUNTARY HUMANITARIAN RETURN PROGRAMME ©IOM

http://www.iom.int/countries/Yemen
http://Multi Cluster Locations Assessment(MCLA)
https://displacement.iom.int/reports/yemen-%E2%80%93-multi-cluster-location-assessment
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Arrivals in Yemen in 2020 generally followed 2019 trends, with 
the majority of migrants originating from Ethiopia (94 per cent) 
and the remaining from Somalia, and 96 per cent reporting their 
destination to be the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Arrivals tracked 
through IOM Yemen’s Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) flow 
monitoring points between January and March 2020 were mainly 
men (72 per cent). While Bosaso, Somalia continued to be the main 
departure point, 94 per cent of the recorded migrants originated 
from Ethiopia. Similar to 2019, the majority of migrants coming to 
Yemen are young males with low-level or no education (primary 
school or illiterate), with women constituting 15 per cent of the 
inflows, girls three per cent and boys nine per cent. In order to pay 
for the trip ahead, many of them use their own savings (at least at 
the beginning of the journey), while others either borrow money, or 
sell properties or assets.

The main protection risks observed in this quarter range from 
coercion, detention, abduction, witnessing of torture and death, and 

MIGRANT PROFILES

deprivation of food and water. Unaccompanied children (UAC) and women remain among the most vulnerable segments of the migrant 
population, often experiencing abduction, coercion and physical abuse. The COVID-19 pandemic is further increasing the vulnerabilities of 
migrants as they cannot practice proper prevention measures, have limited access to water and sanitation, and less access to health services. 
Media reporting on COVID-19 and subsequent fear among local communities is having a harmful impact on migrants, who often rely on 
begging for food, water, clothes and shelter, and could lead to an escalation of discrimination and violence against migrants.

While migrants seem to be overall aware of the risks involved in the migration journey ahead, most of them seem unaware of the ongoing 
conflict in Yemen, as well as of the risks linked to the COVID-19 pandemic. This is reflective of the low level of education that characterizes 
most of those travelling and the fact that smugglers remain the main source of, often misleading, information. Those who are aware of the 
conflict often opt to depart anyway, as they would rather take the risk than continue living in destitution in their home country.

Food, water and medical assistance are among the most essential needs that migrants lack access to in their journey through Yemen, and that 
IOM and partners are providing through humanitarian assistance at the main arrival points and transit hubs across the country.

HORN OF AFRICA TO YEMEN MIGRATION ROUTES
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IOM’S MOBILE HEALTH TEAM ASSISTS A MIGRANT 
NEWLY ARRIVED IN SHABWAH ©IOM
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IOM’s latest reports on migration can be found here: https://dtm.iom.int/yemen

BREAKDOWN OF ARRIVALS QUARTER 1 2020

https://dtm.iom.int/yemen
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I’m from Ethiopia. Since I stopped studying after the sixth grade, I 
have worked on a farm. I am married and have a son. One day a 
smuggler came to the field where my friend and I were working. 
He asked why we work on a farm and told us that we could get 
rich in Saudi Arabia and build villas for our families. We believed 
him and paid him USD 300.

We saw nothing good after we left. We walked for many days. 
People died along the way from drinking dirty water, and I helped 
bury six people. When we reached Djibouti, they crammed 
around 250 of us into a truck. Those who died were thrown from 
the vehicle without mercy.

In Yemen, smugglers took us by force to a holding pen. There, we 
could see torture marks on people’s bodies. The smugglers started 
beating us and they made us call our families to beg them to send 
USD 15,000. I called my family and the next day they sent USD 
300.

They would hang us from one leg, and take turns beating us. Even 

women and girls would be beaten. One time seven men abused 
one girl. I stayed there for two weeks until my family sent another 
USD 1,200.

The smugglers let my friend and I go at night, so that we wouldn’t 
recognize where we were held. On the way to Aden, one woman 
approached us. We were scared, as we thought that she would 
take us back to the same place. However, she helped us by giving 
us food and water.

In Aden, I found people from my village and I asked them to 
continue the journey with me to Rad’a, but they said that it is 
dangerous to go at this time. I got angry; and said it’s better if I kill 
myself here than going back home after paying USD 1,500.

They told me that I wasn’t the only one who was tortured and 
paid a lot of money, and it’s best to just adapt to the situation. I 
saw people coming back from Rad’a in bad shape, so now I don’t 
know what to do.

MIGRANT VOICES

My name is Sami. I’m 21 years old and I’m from the Southern 
Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples’ Region (SNNPR). I only finished 
the eighth grade and then became a farmer. A smuggler came to 
the field I was working in. He told me about Saudi Arabia and that 
he would secure me a well-paying job. We agreed that he would 
take me there for USD 300 without any advance payment.

A group of us walked for 15 days from Ethiopia to the sea in 
Djibouti; with barely any food, though the smuggler gave us 
bread sometimes. He took us on a rural route to avoid passing 
restaurants. One person died from hunger and thirst.

Before we were allowed on the boat in Djibouti, the smuggler 

demanded the USD 300 so that we could continue the sea journey 
to Yemen. After we paid, he told us to go on the boat.

When we arrived in Yemen we were taken by a smuggler to an 
empty lot and they started beating us. I was terrified when I saw 
that they were threatening people with guns and hitting them; I 
was hoping that I wouldn’t suffer like them. The first day they gave 
me food, and then nothing, just beatings with a cable until my 
family sent USD 900 and they let me go.

I walked for a month to reach Aden, begging for food and water 
at restaurants. Until there is an opportunity to go back home, I will 
clean cars or do any other work I can find.

I was born in the Oromia Region. I dropped out of school when I 
was very young and started working with my father as a farmer. I’m 
the middle child of three, and the only son. My life as a farmer was 
nice but my friends were going to travel and said that I would find 
better work, so I joined them.

We paid over USD 400 to smugglers to take us in a car for three 
days to reach Dikhil, Djibouti. We then walked through mountains 
and deserts; I barely had anything to eat, and when I was thirsty, I 
had to drink dirty water.

Everyone was exhausted during the journey and we weren’t allowed 
to stop or rest until we got to the sea. If we did stop, we were 
beaten, and we left many of my friends behind.

After seven days we reached the sea. We had to swim get to the 
boats. The sea level was so high that it reached my neck; some 
couldn’t swim and had to be helped. There were others that 
drowned on their way to the boats or turned back to land.

The boats were tiny, but the smugglers piled over 100 people in 
each of them and we had to sit on each other to fit. After five days 

at sea, we made it to Yemen, but the second boat flipped. There 
were only nine survivors.

To reach Aden, we spent two days in a car. Life is tough in Yemen. 
I’m the only son in my family; I want to return home to help my 
father.

*Names changed

Sami*, 21 years old 

Abdu*, 20 years old

Hussen*, 19 years old

HUSSEN IN THE IOM MIGRANT RESPONSE POINT IN ADEN, YEMEN ©IOM
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IOM MIGRANT RESPONSE IN YEMEN IN 2019

Since IOM began operations in Yemen, its migrant assistance 
programme has aimed to ensure that migrants in Yemen have access 
to life-saving humanitarian assistance and protection of their rights, 
safety and dignity.

1. Protection and life-saving humanitarian assistance is provided 
through fixed centres, for example health clinics, migrant 
response points and mobile teams provide access to immediate 
medical care, relief items (clothes, shoes and hygiene items), food, 
information on safe migration, case management, psychosocial 
support, and options for voluntary humanitarian return.

2. Opportunities for safe and voluntary return assistance for 
undocumented Ethiopian migrants and stranded migrants 
from other nationalities is offered through IOM’s Voluntary 
Humanitarian Returns mechanism. Somali refugees are provided 
return solutions through the Assisted Spontaneous Return (ASR) 
programme, in coordination with the United Nations Refugee 

Agency (UNHCR). Assistance includes the provision of ‘fit-to-
travel’ medical screenings and medical escorts as needed before 
and during travel.

3. Analysis of trends including inflows, push and pull factors, 
migration routes, protection dynamics, risks and mitigation 
measures.

4. Development and implementation of a regional approach to 
safe, dignified and orderly migration to promote engagement 
within the region on a coordinated rights-based response at the 
governance level, a component of which involves strengthening 
the capacities of relevant actors in counter-trafficking and 
assistance to victims.

5. Enhancing coordination with partners on multi-sectorial 
migration responses, strengthening advocacy and ensuring clear 
referral mechanisms at both regional and country level.

PILLARS OF INTERVENTION

Even though more countries are enacting travel bans, some borders remain porous and there are growing fears that those in desperate situations 
may increasingly turn to smugglers and some may even fall into the hands of human traffickers. IOM Yemen’s aim is to ensure that principled 
public health and protection perspectives are integrated into Yemen’s COVID-19 response plan. Through this plan, access to health care should 
be granted to all populations irrespective of their status, including migrants and refugees.

Migrants will be provided with support through the below interventions: 

• Existing health assistance programming through IOM supported clinics and mobile teams will be maintained along main transit hub and 
migratory routes.

• Health interventions focused on risk communication and infection prevention and control will be increased according to identified locations 
under the COVID-19 plan. 

• COVID-19 hygiene and health prevention awareness sessions are conducted by IOM field teams in coordination with local Yemeni, migrant 
and refugee community leaders.

• Monitoring mechanisms continue to identify, mitigate and respond to protection risks and violations of human rights perpetrated within 
the context of COVID-19. 

• Return options for migrants are currently on hold due to border closures in Yemen and migrants’ countries of origin.

COVID-19 PREPAREDNESS
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IOM’S HEALTH TEAM CONDUCT AWARENESS SESSIONS WITH MIGRANTS IN ADEN, YEMEN ©IOM
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208
269

14,025
8,295

3
2 

Somali refugees assisted to return home through ASR in partnership with UNHCR

Ethiopian migrants and stranded migrants of other nationalities assisted through VHR

Migrants provided with health assistance

Migrants supported with protection assistance

Internal protection monitoring monthly report, in coordination with partners

Regional Migration Response Plan (RMRP) meetings between IOM and partners working on migration responses in Yemen

iomyemenpsumt@iom.int  http://www.iom.int/countries/Yemen Follow us

AN IOM DOCTOR CONDUCTS A HEALTH SCREENING OF A OLDER PASSENGER TRAVELLING HOME 
FROM YEMEN TO ETHIOPIA THROUGH IOM’S VOLUNTARY HUMANITARIAN RETURN PROGRAMME ©IOM
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LEGEND
Fixed Health Facilities 
Supporting Migrants
Potential Health & Protection 
Facility Locations 

DTM Flow Monitoring Points

Mobile Medical Teams

Mobile Protection Teams

Migrant Response Points
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